“Best-In-Class” Blind Solutions
from the National Manufacturing Leader of Piping Isolation & Test Products

**RACKS:**
- EZ Lock Blind Rack® with Patented Key Indexing Technology
  - US Patent #: 9,546,889
  - Accomodates:
    - 12,000 lbs.
    - Up to 884 Blinds (Line Size & Thickness Dependent)
    - Blinds up to 24-1/4” OD
    - “T” and “7” Handle Blinds
    - Shelving Safety Locking Mechanism
    - Heavy Duty Lifting Lugs & Forklift Skids
    - Easy Access to Both Sides of Unit
    - Lockable

**BLINDS:**
- Isolation & Hydrotest Thicknesses
- Spectacle
- Spacer
- Vent (EZ Vent®)
- Purge (EZ Purge®)
- Vent & Purge Combo (EZ Vent-Purge®)
- PSV Slip (EZ Guillotine®)
- Blind Flanges

**STOCKED:**
- 516 - Gr70 & A105 Carbon Steels
- 304 & 316 Stainless Steels
- Series “A” & Series “B”
- 1/2” to 96” Line Sizes

**RATINGS:**
- 150#, 300#, 600#, 900#, 1500#, 2500#

**CUSTOM:**
- Any Thickness, Rating & Alloy Exactly to Your Specs

**OFFERINGS:**
- Largest Stocked Inventory
- MTR’s
- Onsite Pick-up or Delivery
- Rent or Purchase Directly from OEM
- Manufactured in the U.S.A.
- 24/7, 365 Days A Year Availability
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